
Package includes:
. 25 foam tiles – all with different images. A giant, 6” x 6”, blue die. An instruction sheet. A mesh bag for storage

Setup:
Lay out each of the tiles in numerical 
order, about a foot apart from each 
other. A flat surface is best.

Instructions
Object of the Game:

To win, be the first to reach  
the finish line by landing  
on, or passing, tile #24.

24

You win!
Time for a victory toast!

24

You win!
Time for a victory toast!

The rules... 

The bartender... 

1.

2.

5.

3.

4.

Each player rolls the die. The player that rolls  
the highest number goes first. You’ll need  
at least two players.

Choose a player to be the first bartender. 
The bartender has two responsibilities:  
 1) Fill a player’s drink if they run out. 
 2) If a player lands on tile #9, fill their drink. 

All players begin 
on the “Start” tile.

Your turn has now ended.  
Pass the die on to the next player.

Roll the die. Move ahead that number of tiles.

WhatsNextTheGame.com/DrinkingGame

Where did you land? Follow the instructions on that tile.
FOR EXAMPLE: If you land on tile #22, hop  
on your right foot 3 times. If you fall, DRINK!
Note: Only do the action on the tile if you  
rolled the die.

RULE SUGGESTIONS FOR TILE #3  . No names: If you say anyone’s name who is playing, DRINK! 
. Don’t point: If you point at another player during the game, DRINK!
. Pick a date: Choose a player to drink whenever you have to.

Start

9

Come 
here 
bartender!
Whoever is the bartender  
must fill your drink.

22

Hop on your  
right foot  

3 times. 
You fall,  

you drink.

3

Can’t think of one? Suggestions 
are on the instructions sheet.

Whoever breaks it,  
goes back to start,  

and drinks.

Make up a rule  
for everyone to  

follow throughout  
the game.

What’s Next? The Drinking Game. is a social game, intended to be used by adults of legal drinking 
age. M&J Games (developers of What’s Next? The Drinking Game.) does NOT promote the misuse 
of alcohol, alcoholism, hazing, binge drinking, or any other form of alcohol abuse — and cannot be 
responsible for the effect alcoholic drinks may have on people. By playing this game, you release 
M&J Games from all liability related to, or stemming from, any game play. 

This game is intended for entertainment purposes only and does not require the use of alcohol.  
All alcoholic drinks may be bad for your health.
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